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Program
RAMEAU ........ ............. . .. Suite from the Opera, "Dardanus"
I. Entree
II. Rondeau du sommeil
III. Rigaudon
IV. Rondeau gai

SCHUMANN ... .. ............. Symphony NO.4, in D minor,

Op.

120

I. Ziemlich langsam; lebhaft
II. Romanze: Ziemlich langsam
III. Scherzo: Lebhaft
IV. Langsam; lebhaft
(Played without pause)

TERMISSION
STRAUSS ....... . .. "Death and Transfiguration," Tone Poem,

Op.

24

RAVEL ... . ....... ... . ............... .. ... .. .. Rapsodie Espagnole
I. Prelude It la Nuit
II. Malagueiia
III. Habanera
IV. Feria

BALDWIN PIANO

RCA VICTOR RECORDS

SUITE FROM "DARDANUS"
lly JEAN PHILIPPE RAMEAU
Born in Dijon, September 25, 1683; died in Paris, September 12, 1764

"Dardanus, Tragedie lyrique en cinq actes et un prologue," to the text of Le
Clerc de la Bruere, was first performed at the Academie Royale de Musique in
Paris, October 19, 1739. This Suite is drawn from two edited by Vincent d 'Indy.

ALTHOUGH Rameau showed himself a musician at the age of seven,
fiplaying upon his father's clavecin and although in his early manhood he made his mark in Paris as organist, violinist, and musical
theorist, it was not until 1733, at the age of fifty, that he composed his
first ambitious stage work. This was "Hippolyte et Aricie/' a setting of
Racine's "Phedre." It was as a musical theorist that Rameau had attracted most attention. His several treatises on the science of his art,
and in particular the investigation of the disposition of chords, though
not always found acceptable according to later views, were undoubtedly
a stimulus to constructive thought on the subject.
The composer had long sought recognition in the profitable field of
opera, but success in opera at that time depended upon an alliance
with a librettist of the highest standing, and this alliance he had not
been able to make. A collaboration with the two-edged Voltaire did
him no good, for the resulting piece, "Samson," was banned on the
eve of performance. After "Hippolyte et Aricie," which gave him the
theatrical standing he had lacked, he. produced operas, ballets and
divertissements in quick succession. "Dardanus," which was preceded
in the same year by his Ballet " Les Fetes d'Htibti," had an immediate
success and continued in the active repertory until years after his
death. It even inspired a parody by Favart, Panard and Parmentier
called "Arlequin Dardanus" in 1740. Rameau became the composer
of the day in Paris. He was thunderously applauded on his every
appearance at the Opera, appointed the successor of Lully as Compositeur de cabinet for Louis XV, and recommended for the badge
of nobility.
It has been said against Rameau, no doubt with justice, that he
lacked the true dramatic instinct of Lully ' before or Gluck after him;
that he was careless of the librettos he accepted, and was more interested in the treatment of his orchestra from the purely musical point
of view than in theatrical effect, or the handling of the voice. He is
said to have made the damaging admission that he could set even the
Gazette de Hollande to music. And in his old age he remarked one
evening to the Abbe Arnaud: "If I were twenty years younger, I would
go to Italy, and take Pergolesi for my model, abandon something of
my harmony and devote myself to attaining truth of declamation,
which should be the sole guide of musicians. But after sixty, one can-
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not change; experience points plainly enough the best course, but the
mind refuses to obey."
The defense of Rameau lies in his widespread and clamorous success, based, not upon an easy acquiescence to popular mode, but in
harmonic innovation which was courageous as well as engaging, and
made him enemies in reactionary quarters. Rameau, delving deep in
his earlier years into the science of harmony, wrote voluminously
and brilliantly upon the subject. He was always ready to put his
theory into practice, and in turn to modify that theory to his practical
experience.
[COPYRIGHTED 1

SYMPHONY IN D MINOR. NO.4,
By ROBERT SCHUMANN

Op.

120

Born at Zwickau, June 8, 1810; died at Endenich, July 29, 1856
Composed in 1841, at Leipzig, this symphony was first performed at a Gewandhaus concert on December 6 of the same year. Schumann made a new orchestration
~n December. 1851. at Dusseldorf, and the revision was performed there on March
3. 1853. at the Spring Festival of the lower Rhine. It was published in December.
1853, as his Fourth Symphony.
CHUMAN N

wrote this symphony a few months after the completion

S of his First Symphony in B-fiat. The D minor Symphony was
numbered four only because he revised it ten years later and did not
publish it until 1853, after his three others had been written and
published (the Second in 1846, the Third in 1850). This symphony,
then, was the second in order of composition. It belongs to a year
notable in Schumann's development. He and Clara were married in
the autumn of 1840, and this event seems to have stirred in him a new
and significant creative impulse: 1840 became a year of songs in sudden
and rich profusion, while in 1841 he sensed for the first time in full
degree the mastery of symphonic forms. He had written two years
before to Heinrich Dorn, once his teacher in composition.: "I often
feel tempted to crush my piano - it is too narrow for my thoughts.
I really have very little practice in orchestral music now; still I hope
to master it." The products of 1841 show that he worked as well as
dreamed toward that end. As Mr. W. J. Henderson has well described
this moment of his life: "The tumult of young love lifted him from
the piano to the voice. The consummation of his manhood, in the
union with a woman of noble heart and commanding intellect, led
him to the orchestra. In 1841 he rushed into the symphonic field, and
composed no less than three of his ordlestral works." •
• "Prelud... and Studies."-W. J. Henderson.

These works were the First, the "Spring" Symphony, which he began
in January 1841, four months after his marriage, and completed in a
few weeks; the "Overture, Scherzo and Finale" of April and May, and
the D minor Symphony, whidl occupied the summer months. There
might also be mentioned the "phantasie" in A minor, composed in
the same summer, which was later to become the first movement of the
piano concerto. But the two symphonies, of course, were the triumphant scores of the year. The D minor Symphony, no less than its
mate, is music of tender jubilation, intimately bound with the first full
spring of Schumann's life - like the other a nuptial symphony, instinct
with the fresh realization of symphonic power.
The manuscript of the symphony bears the date June 7, 1841, and
at the end - "finished at Leipzig, September 9, 1841." Clara observed
still earlier creative stirrings, for she recorded in her diary under the
date of May 31: "Robert began yesterday another symphony, which
will be in one movement, and yet contain an adagio and a finale. I
.have heard nothing about it, yet I see Robert's bustle, and I hear the
D minor sounding wildly from a distance, so that I know in advance
that another work will be fashioned in the depths of his soul. Heaven
is kindly disposed toward us: Robert cannot be happier in the composition than I am when he shows me such a work." On September
13, which was Clara's birthday, and when also their first child, Marie,
then twelve days old, 'Was baptized, Robert presented the young mother
with the completed score of the symphony. And the composer wrote
modestly in the diary: "One thing makes me happy-the consciousness
of being still far from my goal and obliged to keep doing better, and
then the feeling that I have the strength to reach it."
The first performance was at a Gewandhaus concert on December 6,
Ferdinand David conducting. It was a friendly event, Clara Schumann
playing piano solos by their colleagues Mendelssohn, Chopin, Sterndale Bennett. She appeared jointly with Liszt, in his "Hexameron" for
two pianos. Schumann's new "Overture, Sc.!:terzo, and Finale" was also
played. Unfortunately, the success of the B-flat major Symphony in
the previous March was by no means repeated in the new D minor
Symphony. The criticisms were not favorable . Clara Schumann, who
always defended her husband, wrote that "Robert's Symphony was not
especially well performed," and the composer himself added: "It was
probably too much of me at a single sitting; and we missed Mendelssohn 's conducting too; but it doesn't matter, for I know the things
are good, and will make their way in their own good time."
But Schumann laid the work aside. It does not seem that he could
have considered a revision for some time, for he offered the manuscript to a publisher in 1843 or 1844 as his "Second Symphony, Op.
50." According to the testimony of Brahms, many years later, Schu-
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mann's dissatisfaction with the symphony preceded its first performance. "Schumann was so upset by a first rehearsal that went off badly,"
wrote Brahms to Herzogenberg, October 1886, "that subsequently he
orchestrated the symphony afresh at Dusseldorf." This revision was
made in December, 1851. The fresh score was performed at Dusseldorf
on March 3, 1853, at the Spring Festival of the lower Rhine. This time
the work had a decided success, despite the quality of the orchestra
which, according to Brahms, was "bad and incomplete," and notwithstanding the fact that Schumann conducted, for, by the testimony of
his contemporaries, he was conspicuously ineffectual at the head of an
orches~ra. When in the following autumn the committee urged that
Schumann conduct only his own works in the future, Clara wrote
bitterly about the incident.
From the following letter (to Verhulst) it appears that Schumann
made the revision because of urgent friends: "'I\Tohen we last heard
thaO
t Symphony at Leipzig, I never thought it would reappear on such
an occasion as this. I was against its being included, but was persuaded
by some of the committee who had heard it. I have scored it afresh,
and it is now more effective." Schumann dedicated the symphony to
Joseph Joachim, who was then twenty-two years old. He wrote on the
manuscript: "When the first tones of this symphony were awakened,
J0 eph Joachim was still a lillIe fellow; since then the symphony and
still more the boy have grown bigger, wherefore I dedjcate it to him.
although only in private.·' The score was published in December, 1853.
The Symphony is integrated by the elimination of pauses between
the movements, and by thematic recurrence, the theme of the introduction reappearing at the beginning of the slow movement, a phrase
from the slow movement in the Trio of the Scherzo. The principal
theme of the first movement is used in the Finale, and a subsiruary
theme in the first movement becomes the leading theme in the Finale.
This was a true innovation, fore ohadowing the cyclic symphonies of
many years later. "He desires, " in the opiruon of Mr. Henderson, "that
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clwrles Munck
Music and the Munch family of
Strasbourg are longtime friends .
Charles Munch's father was an organi t and founded the celebrated
choir of t . Guillaume. Sunday afternoons and evenings were set aside
for chamber music, so much so that
neighbor nicknamed their home
"the mu ic box." It was in Paris in
1932 that Charles Munch made his
official conducting debut . . . the
city which was his home until he
came to Boston. His music-making
today reflects the consecration of
his early years, combined with the
elan and elegance of a true Parisien.

ARE ON

Encore your favorite performances
by Charles Munch and the Boston
ymphony Orchestra whenever you
wish . Your choice, on RCA Victor
Red Seal recordings, includes :
Haydn: Symphony N o. 104, in D,
rtLondon"*
Berlioz: B eatrice and B en edict:
Overture

Schubert: Symphony No.2,
in B-Flat *
Brahms: Symphony No.4 in E Minor,
Op. 98 *
Ravel: La V alse
B eetho ven: Symphony No.7, in A,
Op. 92 *
Bruch: Concerto No. 1 in G Minor.
~Ienu"i n, v iolinist.

*

*On bot.h 45 rpm aDd Long Play.

the hearer's feelings shall pass, as his own did, from on e state to the
next without interruption. In a word, this is the first sym phonic poem,
a form which is based upon the irrefutable assertion that 'there is no
break between two successive emotional states.''' Its "community of
theme is nothing more or less than an approach to the leit motive
system." The Symphony is the most notable example of the symphonic
Schumann abandoning custOmary formal procedure to let his romantic
imagination take hold and shape his matter to what end it will. It
should be borne in mind that the Symphony was first thought of by
its composer as a symphonic fantasia, that it was published by him as
"Introduction, Allegro, Romanze, Scherzo and Finale, in One Movement." It was in this, the published version, that he eliminated pauses
between the movements, although this does not appear in the earlier
version save in the joining of the scherzo and finale. The work, save in
the slow movement, has no "recapitulations" in the traditional sense, no
cut and dried summations. Warming to his theme, Schumann expands
to new thematic material and feels no necessity for. return. The score
unmistakably of one mood. It is integrated by the threads of lik.e
thoughts. Thematic recurrence becomes inevitable, because this unity
of thought makes it natural.
The first movement is finely oblivious of academic requirements.
The whole movement hangs upon the reiteration of the principal
theme, a restless, running figure in sixteenth notes which appears and.
reappears constantly in every part of the orchestra, entwined with
others. There is no contrasting second theme, but only a slight deviation from this one. Two episodic themes - the one consisting of brief
rhythmic chords, the other of a flowing melody - carry the movement
to its end in a triumphant D major. The Romanze is in song form.
The melody from the introduction to the first mc-vement is introduced
in the first part, while in the middle section the violin solo weaves a
delicate embroidery. The Trio of the Scherzo is based upon the ornamental solo passage from the slow mQvement. After the repetition of
the main section, the Trio again begins, recalling the precedent of
Beethoven where the Scherzo theme would be expected to break in
and bring a conclusion. Instead, the Trio dies away in a long diminuendo, and leads into the introduction to the Finale (a true bridge
passage, which has been compared to the famous pages which connect
the last two movements of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony) . This introduction brings back the motto-like principal theme of the first movement, which still appears as an accompaniment to the initial theme
of the Finale - broadly proclaimed. The second subject recalls the
Larghetto from Beethoven's Second Symphony. The development and
conclusion are characteristically free.

is

[COPYRIGHTED ]
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"'TOD UND VERKLARUNG" ("DEATH AND TRANSFIGURATION"), TONE POEM, Op. 24

By
Born at Munich, Jun e

II,

RICHARD STRAUSS

1864; died at Garmisch, Septem ber 8, 1949

Tad und Verkliirtmg was first performed from the manuscript, tbe composer
conducting, at Eisenach, June 21, 1890, when his "Burleske" was also first heard.
Anton Seidl gave the first American performance with the Philharmonic Society
of New York, January 9, 1892. Emil Paur introduced it at the Boston Symphony
concerts, February 6, 1897.
The tone·poem is dedicated to Friedrich Rosch and scored for three flutes, two
oboes, English horn, two clarinets, bass clarinet, two bassoons, double· bassoon,
four horns, three trumpets , three trombones, tuba, timpani, two harps, gong, strings.

len Death and Tmnsfigumtion first appeared, an unrhymed

W poem was printed in the score, giving a more explicit story
than Strauss, always reticent about such matters, usually attached
to his symphonic poems. The verses were unsigned but were
soon discovered to be from the pen of none other than Alexander
Ritter, the militant champion of "Vagner and Liszt, who had recruited
the youthful Strauss at Meiningen to the cause of "programme music."
The verses. it was found out. were actually written after the music
had been composed, and were inserted in the score as it went to the
printer. The analyst forthwith questioned the authenticity of the
words as a direct guide to the music. But surely Strauss and Ritter
must have been too intimately associated at this time not to have a
clear understanding.
It was Ritter who had goaded the brilliant young musician to set his
back firmly upon symphonies and sonatas, and fly . the banner of
"Musik als Ausdruck." Assuming that the older man could har.dly
have done more than help the younger one to find himself, the fact
remains that Strauss, embarking up<?n programme music with the
Aus Italien which he called a "symphonic fantasia," in 1886, made
quick and triumphant progress with three symphonic poems: Mac
beth) Don Juan) and Tod und Verkliimng) all within the space of
three years.·
The work divides naturally into four parts:
1. In a dark room, silent except for the ticking of the clock, is a
dying man. He has fallen asleep and is dreaming of childhood.
2. The struggle between li.fe and death begins anew.
• S trauss wrote of Ritter: uHis influence was in the nature of the storm-wind. He urged
me on to the development of the poetic, the e..-xpressive in music, as exemplified in the works
of Liszt, Wagner and Berlioz. My symphon ic fantasia, Am Italien, is the connecting link
between the old and the n ew method,."
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We Meet Delver Forfax
T IKE the musical world, the insurance
L world has its romantic side.
And like the insurance world, that of
music has its factual side.
This was impressed on an insurance
man visiting Symphony Ha ll. His interest
was aroused when he caught sight of a
man standing before a bookcase fi lled
with bulky scrapbooks, and poring over
one of them.
"These are contemporary newspaper
accounts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra's activities through the years," the
man at the book stack replied to a question.
"And what's the job you're doing?" the
visitor queried further.
"1 dig after forgotten facts . Legends
have a way of getting substituted fo r
musical history. But there· are plenty of
facts as romantic as the legends."
The insu rance man was convinced and
fascinated by some examp les.
And so the Employers" G roup fee ls th at
the pleasure of Boston Symphony patrons
may be enhanced by some of the discoveries of the research ma n, whom we
shall call D elver Forfax.
On the ad joining page we prese nt D elver in his account of :
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Co/.. Higginson and Tchaikovsky

SEE by the New York papers that
Tchaikovsky has just made his first
American appearance as composer-conductor. It also says here that Colonel Henry L.
Higginson was in the distinguished audience."
The newspaper from which Delver Forfax
looked up was a yellowed clipping in a Boston
Symphony scrapbook.
"It happened 60 years ago, on May 5, 1891.
A very interesting overlooked anniversary. On
the stage, and in the audience, Tchaikovsky
and Col. Higginson took part in the dedication
by the New York Symphony Society of its
new home, Music (later, Carnegie) Hail.

What an Introduction!
"The Colonel had founded his Boston Symphony Orchestra ten years
before. What music of Tchaikovsky, who was just turning fifty-one, had
Higginson's men played in Boston's Music Hall up to now? Exactly
three complete works and two fragments. Tchaikovsky's name first
went on a Boston Symphony program with the "Marche Slave," in 1883.
Then, at wide intervals, came the First Piano Concerto, the Serenade
for Strings, and the 'Romeo and Juliet' Overture. What about the five
symphonies then existing? Only the two middle movements of the Fourth
had been played.

Fruition After Disappointment
"If Colonel Higginson had expected to make new discoveries for his
orchestra to play, the new Music Hall dedication concert was no help.
The long program of speeches and of music conducted by Walter Damrosch (aged 29) assigned little time to Tchaikovsky. The audience and
musicians were thrilled to see him, the critics praised his conducting. But
what masterpieces of his did he present? None - just his quite unextraordinary march for the coronation of Czar Alexander III.
"But more and better works were conducted
by Tchaikovsky in the course of three more
festive concerts shared with Damrosch. Included was his Third Suite. Colonel Higginson
may have heard it - although I haven't seen
documentary proof. But at any rate, Arthur
Nikisch introduced it with success at a Boston
Symphony concert toward the start of the following season.
"The Courier called it 'a characteristic and
worthy product . .. of a kind that might be
expected . . . of the original yet not eccentric,
bold yet not reckless genius who stands first
today among Russian compQsers.' "

3. He sees his life .over again. He remembers childhood, youth, and
the strivings of manhood after ideals that are still unrealized.
4. From heaven comes to him what he had vainly sought upon
earth, "Welterlosung, W eltverkliirung" : "World-redemption,
world-transfiguration ...
The poem of Alexander Ritter has been paraphrased as follows:
A sick man lies upon his mattress in a poor and squalid garret, lit
by the flickering glare of a candle burnt almost to its stump . . Exhausted by a desperate figb,t with death, he has sunk into sleep; no
sound breaks the silence of approaching dissolution, save the low,
monotonous ticking of a clock on the wall. A plaintive smile from
time to time lights up the man's wan features; at life's last limit,
dreams are telling him of childhood's golden days.
But death will not long grant its victim sleep and dreams. Dreadly
it plucks at him, and once again begins the strife; desire of life against
might of death! A gruesome combat! Neither yet gains the victory;
the dying man sinks back upon his couch, and silence reigns once
more.
Weary with struggling, reft of sleep, in the delirium of fever he
sees his life, unrolled before him, stage by stage. First, the dawn of
childhood, radiant with pure innocence. Next, the youth who tests
and practices his forces for manh90d's fight. And then the man in
battle for life's greatest prize: to realize a high ideal, and make it
all the higher by his act - this the proud aim th~t shapes his course.
Cold and scornful, the world heaps obstacle after obstacle in his path:
if he deems the goal at hand, a voice of thunder bids him "Halt""Let each hindrance be thy ladder," he thinks. "Higher, ever higher
mount!" And so he climbs, and so he urges, breathless with hallowed
fire. All that his heart had ever longed for, he seeks it still in death's
last sweat - seeks, but never finds it! Though now he sees it more
and more plainly; though now it looms before him, he yet can ne'er
embrace it wholly, ne'er put the last touch to his endeavor. Then
sounds the iron stroke of Death's chill hammer; breaks the earthly
shell in twain, enshrouds the eye with the pall of night.
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But now from on high come sounds of triumph; what here on
earth he sought in vain, from heaven it greets him: Deliverance,
Transfigurationl
D eath and Transfiguration had a wide vogue in its early days.
Bulow admired it with reservations - "a very important work in spite
of sundry poor passages, , and also refreshing." Professor Niecks, discussing programme music, considered it "the most musical of all
Strauss' programmes." Ernest Newman, in his book of 1908, praised
this tone poem as Strauss' nearest approximation to "a perfect fusion
of matter and style," truly symphonic in thematic development, showing "quite a Beethovenian unity and breadth of conception." Mauke
pointed out that here, if anywhere, Strauss heeded the ways of Liszt,
and made his score upon the model of Tasso. The piece, for the
benefit of its earlier hearers, was minutely dissected, thematically
catalogued bit by bit. Wilhelm Mauke, Strauss' most industrious
analyst, wrote a description sixteen pages long, with twenty-one
examples in notation. Max Steinitzer disapproved ·Mauke's "unStraussian distillations."
[COPYRIGHTED ]

RAPSODIE ESPAGNOLE
By

MAURICE RAVEL

80m at Ciboure. Basses·Pyrenees. March

j.

18j5; died in Paris. December

:1 • 193j

The" Rapsodil! Espagnoll!," composed in 190j. was first performed at the Colonne
Concerts in Paris, March 15. 190 . Theodore Thomas gave the piece its first Ameri·
can performance in Chicago . l':ovember 12. 1909. Georges Long)' introduced it in
B05ton at a concert of the Orchestral Club on January 26. 1910. The first performance by this Orchestra was on November 21. 1914. The composer included
it upon his program when he appeared as guest conductor of this O rchestra
January 14. 1928.
Ravel has used two p iccolos, two flutes. two oboes and English born. two
clarinets and bass clarinet. three bas oons and sarrusophone (concra-bassoon). four
borns. three trumpets. three trombones and tuba. trin!!S, and a Ia.T!re percussion:
timpani, bass drum, cymbals. side drum. triangle, tambourine. gong, x lophone.
oelesta, and two harps. The work is dedicated to " JIon cher UallTe, Charles de
Beriot."

HE

"Rapsodle Espagnole" was one of the first pieces to draw gen-

T eral attention to Ravel's skill in orchestral writing. His recurring
fondness for fixing upon Spanish rhythms as a touchstone for his
tancy antedates the rhapsody in the "Al'borada del Gracioso" as a
piano piece, and the "Habanera" from "Les Sites Auriculaires," for
two pianos. As he transformed the "Alborada" into bright orchestral
dress, so he incorporated the "Habanera" as the third movement of
the "Rapsodi.e Espagnole."
The "Prelude Ii la nuit" opens with, and is largely based upon, a
constant, murmuring figure of four descending notes, upon which
the melodic line is imposed. The figure, first heard iJ? the muted
strings, pianissimo, is carried on in one or another part of the orchesrra wunout cessatlOn, save tor the pause of a free cadenza, for two
ClarInets and two bassoons in turn, with a brief interruption where
the InItIal hgure is given to the celesta.
In the Malaguefia, Ravel gives a theme to the double-basses, which
IS repeated and used in the manner of a ground bass. A theme derived
trom this first takes full shape in the bassoons and then the muted
trumpets. A slow section presents a rhapsodic solo for the English
horn. The movement closes with a reminiscence of the characteristic
figure from the opening movement.
The Habanera is dated "1895" in the score, recalling the "Habanera"
(or two pianofortes. It has a subtilized rhythm and delicacy of detail
which is tar removed trom assoaatlOns ot cafe or street. It evolves
from a triplet and two eighth notes in a bar of duple beat, with syncopation and nice displacement of accent.
The Feria ("Fair") continues the colorful scheme of the Habanera
- fragmentary solo voices constantly changing, and set off rhythmically with a percussion of equal variety. This finale assez anime (6-8)
moves with greater brilliance and a more solid orchestration. A middle
sectIon opens with a solo for English horn, which is elaborated by the
clarinet. There is a return to the initial material of the movement
and a fortissimo close.
[COPYRIGHTED]
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